Barnett Newman, "The First Man Was an Artist," 1947*
Undoubtedly the first man was an artist.
A science of paleontology that sets forth this proposition can be written if it
builds on the postulate that the aesthetic act always precedes the social
one. The totemic act of wonder in front of the tiger-ancestor came before
the act of murder. It is important to keep in mind that the necessity for
dream is stronger than any utilitarian need. In the language of science, the
necessity for understanding the unknowable comes before any desire to
discover the unknown.
Man's first expression, like his first
dream, was an aesthetic one.
Speech was a poetic outcry rather
than a demand for communication.
Original man, shouting his consonants, did so in yells of awe and anger at his tragic state, at his own
self-awareness, and at his own helplessness before the void. Philologists
and semioticians are beginning to
accept the concept that, if language
is to be defined as the ability to
communicate by means of signs, be
they sounds or gestures, then language is an animal power. Anyone
who has watched the common pigeon circle his female knows that
she knows what he wants.
The human in language is literature,
not communication. Man's first cry
was a song. Man's first address to a
neighbor was a cry of power and
solemn weakness, not a request for
a drink of water. Even the animal
makes a futile attempt at poetry. Ornithologists explain the cock's crow Barnett Newman, Moment, 1946
as an ecstatic outburst of his power.
The loon gliding lonesome over the lake, with whom is he communicating?
The dog, alone, howls at the moon. Are we to say that the first man called
the sun and the stars God as an act of communication and only after he
had finished his day's labor? The myth came before the hunt. The purpose
of man's first speech was an address to the unknowable. His behavior had
its origin in his artistic nature.
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Just as man's first speech was poetic before it became utilitarian, so man
first built an idol of mud before he fashioned an ax. Man's hand traced the
stick through the mud to make a line before he learned to throw the stick
as a javelin. Archeologists tell us that the ax-head suggested the ax-head
idol. Both are found in the same strata so they must have been contemporaneous. True, perhaps, that the ax-head idol of stone could not have
been carved without ax instruments, but this is a division in metier, not in
time, since the mud figure anticipated both the stone figure and the ax. (A
figure can be made out of mud but an ax cannot.) The God image, not pottery, was the first manual act. It is the materialistic corruption of presentday anthropology that has tried to make men believe that original man
fashioned pottery before he made sculpture. Pottery is the product of civilization. The artistic act is man's personal birthright.
The earliest written history of human desires proves that the meaning of
the world cannot be found in the social act. An examination of the first
chapter of Genesis offers a better key to the human dream. It was inconceivable to the archaic writer that original man, that Adam, was put on
earth to be a toiler, to be a social animal. The writer's creative impulses
told him that man's origin was that of an artist and he set him up in a Garden of Eden close to the Tree of Knowledge, of right and wrong, in the
highest sense of divine revelation. The fall of man was understood by the
writer and his audience not as a fall from Utopia to struggle, as the sociologicians would have it, nor, as the religionists would have us believe, as a
fall from Grace to Sin, but rather that Adam, by eating from the Tree of
Knowledge, sought the creative life to be, like God, "a creator of worlds,"
to use Rashi's phrase, and was reduced to the life of toil only as a result of
a jealous punishment.
In our inability to live the life of a creator can be found the meaning of the
fall of man. It was a fall from the good, rather than from the abundant, life.
And it is precisely here that the artist today is striving for a closer approach
to the truth concerning original man than can be claimed by the paleontologist, for it is the poet and the artist who are concerned with the function
of original man and who are trying to arrive at his creative state. What is
the raison d'etre, what is the explanation of the seemingly insane drive of
man to be painter and poet if it is not an act of defiance against man's fall
and an assertion that he return to the Adam of the Garden of Eden? For
the artists are the first men.
* Excerpt from Tiger's Eye (New York), No.1 (October 1947), pp. 59-60.
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Barnett Newman, "The Sublime Is Now," 1948*
Michelangelo knew that the meaning of the Greek humanities for his time
involved making Christ-the man, into Christ-who is God; that his plastic
problem was neither the mediaeval one, to make a cathedral, nor
the Greek one, to make a man
like a god, but to make a cathedral out of man. In doing so he
set a standard for sublimity that
the painting of his time could not
reach. Instead, painting continued on its merry quest for a voluptuous art until in modern
times, the Impressionists, disgusted with its inadequacy, began the movement to destroy the
established rhetoric of beauty by
the Impressionist insistence on a
surface of ugly strokes.
The impulse of modern art was
this desire to destroy beauty.
However, in discarding Renaissance notions of beauty, and
without an adequate substitute
for a sublime message, the Impressionists were compelled to
preoccupy themselves, in their
struggle, with the cultural values Barnett Newman, Eve, 1950
of their plastic history so that instead of evoking a new way of experiencing life they were able only to
make a transfer of values. By glorifying their own way of living, they were
caught in the problem of what is really beautiful and could only make a restatement of their position on the general question of beauty; just as later
the Cubists, by their Dada gestures of substituting a sheet of newspaper
and sandpaper for both the velvet surfaces of the Renaissance and the
Impressionists, made a similar transfer of values instead of creating a new
vision, and succeeded only in elevating the sheet of paper. So strong is
the grip of the rhetoric of exaltation as an attitude in the large context of
the European culture pattern that the elements of sublimity in the revolution we know as modern art, exist in its effort and energy to escape the
pattern rather than in the realization of a new experience. Picasso's effort
may be sublime but there is no doubt that his work is a preoccupation with
the question of what is the nature of beauty. Even Mondrian, in his attempt
to destroy the Renaissance picture by his insistence on pure subject mat3

ter, succeeded only in raising the white plane and the right angle into a
realm of sublimity, where the sublime paradoxically becomes an absolute
of perfect sensations. The geometry (perfection) swallowed up his metaphysics (his exaltation).
The failure of European art to achieve the sublime is due to this blind desire to exist inside the reality of sensation (the object world, whether distorted or pure) and to build an art within the framework of pure plasticity
(the Greek ideal of beauty, whether that plasticity be a romantic active surface, or a classic stable one). In other words, modern art, caught without a
sublime content, was incapable of creating a new sublime image, and unable to move away from the Renaissance imagery of figures and objects
except by distortion or by denying it completely for an empty world of
geometric formalisms—a pure rhetoric of abstract mathematical relationships, became enmeshed in a struggle over the nature of beauty; whether
beauty was in nature or could be found without nature.
I believe that here in America, some of us, free from the weight of European culture, are finding the answer, by completely denying that art has
any concern with the problem of beauty and where to find it. The question
that now arises is how, if we are living in a time without a legend or mythos
that can be called sublime, if we refuse to admit any exaltation in pure relations, if we refuse to live in the abstract, how can we be creating a sublime art?
We are reasserting man's natural desire for the exalted, for a concern with
our relationship to the absolute emotions. We do not need the obsolete
props of an outmoded and antiquated legend. We are creating images
whose reality is self-evident and which are deviod of the props and
crutches that evoke associations with outmoded images, both sublime and
beautiful. We are freeing ourselves of the impediments of memory, association, nostalgia, legend, myth, or what have you, that have been the devices of Western European painting. Instead of making cathedrals out of
Christ, man, or "life," we are making it out of ourselves, out of our own
feelings. The image we produce is the self-evident one of revelation, real
and concrete, that can be understood by anyone who will look at it without
the nostalgic glasses of history.
* Excerpt from "The Ides of Art, Six Opinions on What is Sublime in Art?", Tiger's Eye
(New York), No.6 (15 December 1948), pp. 52-53.
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